Abstract: Waterborne disease outbreaks attributed to various pathogens and drinking water system characteristics have adversely affected public health worldwide throughout recorded history. Data from drinking water disease outbreak (DWDO) reports of widely varying breadth and depth were synthesized to investigate associations between outbreak attributes and human health impacts. Among 1519 outbreaks described in 475 sources identified during review of the primarily peer-reviewed, English language literature, most occurred in the U.S., the U.K. and Canada (in descending order). The outbreaks are most frequently associated with pathogens of unknown etiology, groundwater and untreated systems, and catchment realm-associated deficiencies (i.e., contamination events). Relative frequencies of outbreaks by various attributes are comparable with those within other DWDO reviews, with water system size and treatment type likely driving most of the (often statistically-significant at p < 0.05) differences in outbreak frequency, case count and attack rate. Temporal analysis suggests that while implementation of surface (drinking) water management policies is associated with decreased disease burden, further strengthening of related policies is needed to address the remaining burden attributed to catchment and distribution realm-associated deficiencies and to groundwater viral and disinfection-only system outbreaks.
Introduction
Drinking water disease outbreaks (DWDOs) occur when bacterial, protozoan or viral pathogens or toxic chemicals contaminate drinking water ingested by humans. This type of disease transmission differs from water-washed, water-based and water-related diseases, whose transmission pathways involve inadequate personal hygiene, parasites living within intermediate aquatic organisms, or water-related insect vectors, respectively [1] . A waterborne (or foodborne) outbreak is defined by the World Health Organization (WHO) as when at least two people contract similar illnesses after consuming the same water (or food) and epidemiological analysis identifies the water (or food) as the origin of the illness [2] . Such outbreaks can be large, especially where urban populations receive water through a single water supply system. They are frequently associated with diarrheal illness (e.g., 403,000 estimated cases of cryptosporidiosis in the 1993 Milwaukee, U.S. outbreak [3] ) and occasionally high levels of mortality (e.g., 8500 estimated deaths in the 1892 cholera outbreak in Hamburg, Germany [4] ).
Awareness of the public health impact of compromised water supplies has evolved since John Snow's analysis of and response to a cholera outbreak in London in 1854 [5] , which played a major role in establishing the science of epidemiology and discipline of public health. Nevertheless, at the start of the 21st century, few countries conducted national waterborne disease outbreak surveillance (NWDOS) to identify and describe waterborne disease outbreaks (typically including DWDOs and outbreaks linked with recreational water exposure). Such surveillance could facilitate understanding of contributing factors and thus inform outbreak prevention. One example of NWDOS is the U.S. state reporting-based Waterborne Disease and Outbreak Surveillance System. The voluntary (thus likely incomplete) system was initiated in part by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control (CDC) in 1971 and transitioned into the electronic National Outbreak Reporting System (NORS) in 2009. The NORS has continued the production of semi-annual summaries (CDC Summaries, or CDCSs) [6] started in 1971. They include information related to: disease burden; water system size and source(s); treatment type; identified deficiency type(s) (system failure or other event associated with the outbreak); and causative pathogen(s).
According to the (U.S.) National Research Council, as of 2004, "most European countries do not have an adequate surveillance system for waterborne disease, while the situation in developing countries is even worse" [7] (p. 39). The 1997 WHO inquiry into the waterborne disease reporting practice of European countries from 1986 to 1996 found that half (26/52) of the countries returned the questionnaires and 36.5 percent of the countries reported their number of waterborne disease outbreaks, implying that the majority of those countries lacked the ability to report such data. Etiologic agent(s) or water system type details were available in 35.6 percent (277/778) of reported outbreaks, while information about basic treatment deficiencies or other outbreak linkage with water exposure was too sparse and not recorded in the WHO dataset [8, 9] . While many countries such as the U.K., Sweden, France, Germany, Finland, The Netherlands, Denmark and Norway have implemented NWDOS or similar systems [10, 11] , DWDO surveillance data in Canada, where an NWDOS is not used [12] , have been characterized as "erratic, not easily accessible and kept in diverse locations and formats" [13] (p. 254). This is potentially representative of, or better than, DWDO surveillance and reporting in much of the rest of the world.
Due to the lack of adequate DWDO surveillance and/or scarcity of standardized data on DWDO characteristics and contributing factors in much of the world [7] [8] [9] 13] , an opportunity is missed to enhance the understanding and prevention of drinking water-borne disease. This research increases that understanding by unifying heterogeneous DWDO literature through extensive literature review and synthesis of DWDO information, and by analyzing the attributes of and temporal trends in DWDOs. This provides evidence on the relative frequency of water system deficiencies and other outbreak attributes associated with high disease burden, and thereby can inform targeting of preventive water system improvements.
Materials and Methods

Search Strategy
The literature search was undertaken using the terms (waterborne disease* OR diarrhea OR gastrointestinal OR enteric) AND (human* OR people OR population*) AND (drinking water OR piped water OR tap water OR water supply*) AND (epidemic curve OR outbreak*). Four peer-review literature databases were searched between 18 July 2011 and 15 August 2011: PubMed, EMBASE, Web of Science (WoS) and Environmental Sciences and Pollution Management (ESPM). The citation lists of the sources subjected to full text review were also searched for additional sources, whose citation lists were also searched for additional sources (if subjected to full text review) and so on.
Inclusion Criteria
Sources retrieved from the four databases were selected for full text review if their abstract included (or indicated inclusion of) description of one or more DWDOs or pooled analyses of such outbreaks. Full texts published in English or with text that could be uploaded into Google Translate (i.e., extracted from Portable Document Format [PDF] files) were subjected to review. During full text review, a source (and its outbreak(s)) was included if outbreak information was given regarding location (country), year (or decade), etiologic agent (either specified or described as unknown, i.e., not ignored), description of associated system failure(s) and/or contamination event(s) ("deficiency", either specified or described as unknown), and health data (estimated case count).
A source (and its outbreak(s)) was excluded if associated with food-borne, nosocomial or secondary transmission; if focus was primarily on the disease burden experienced by immunocompromised persons (with the case count attributed to healthy persons not being recorded); if it was hygiene-but not water contamination-associated (water-washed); if the implicated water was "not intended for drinking" (e.g., unprotected surface water not designated for consumption); if the identified cause was a chemical agent, Naegleria fowleri or Legionella species (i.e., not communicable); or if the setting was a cruise ship or oil rig ("marine setting"), i.e., where drinking water systems do not include the typical spatial realm of catchment.
Data Extraction
Data concerning key outbreak attributes (Table 1) were extracted from retained sources by the first author. When conflict among sources regarding data or classification by attribute was observed, the value or classification (e.g., case count) given by the majority of the sources for each outbreak was used. For example, the case count of the largest-recorded DWDO (the 1993 Milwaukee Cryptosporidium outbreak) was recorded as 403,000 given that was the case count cited in the majority of related sources, although another source put case count as low as 1% of that figure, implying that bias (and outliers) could be introduced when the majority of sources substantially overestimated DWDO disease burden [14] . Data extraction was also complicated by the lack of universal definitions for several potential attributes, e.g., the CDCS terminology of Community, Non-Community and Individual Water Systems (only used in the U.S.) and Strength of Association, which links outbreaks with drinking water based on various water quality, epidemiological, laboratory and other findings as shown for U.S. [15] and U.K. [16] outbreaks. Given how differing definitions hinder efficient comparison of identified outbreaks based on such attributes, this potentially valuable information was not recorded. 1 Outbreaks were classified as rural or urban as reported by source authors. When lacking, classification was performed by the first author based on how the outbreak-associated site corresponded with the U.S. Census definition of urban place as having at least 2500 residents [17] , with designation as "Unknown" made when necessary information was unavailable; 2 Pathogen type classifications are viral, protozoan, bacterial, multiple, suspected (as labeled by source authors) or unknown; 3 Source type classifications are surface water, groundwater or unknown; source subtype classifications are river, lake, reservoir, well, spring, unknown, and the less frequent types storage tank, cistern, infiltration gallery, and rainwater collection; water treatment type classifications are untreated, disinfection-only (including chlorination, ultraviolet radiation and ozonation), disinfection-and-filtration, unknown, and the less frequent types (grouped as "other treatment") filtration-only, bankside filtration-and-chlorination, reverse osmosis-only, and other undescribed treated; 4 Deficiency realm classifications are untreated surface water and groundwater (CDCS definitions), catchment, treatment, distribution, management, multiple realms and unknown; deficiency type classifications include specific faults within the catchment, treatment, distribution and management realms as described in Section 3.2.6; 5 The attack rate (i.e., number of cases divided by affected population) recorded uses the water system-supplied population as the denominator.
Data Analysis
Outbreaks were grouped by decade according to their year(s) of occurrence as: pre-1920 (1854-1919), 1920-1929 outbreaks as "1920s", and so on up to "2000+" for outbreaks from 2000 to 2010. Outbreaks spanning two decades were grouped within the decade in which the majority of their months occurred and in the earlier decade when they equally spanned two decades. The same approach was used for classifying multi-year outbreaks by year.
The frequencies and total case counts for national and subnational outbreak groupings were weighted by population (per 100,000 persons), with population data for 1980 being used as that decade endpoint was nearest the median year of all identified outbreaks. Population data for U.S. states were obtained from US Census Bureau [18] and for the rest of the world from the United Nations Statistics Division [19] .
Individual outbreak case count and attack rate were treated as dependent variables, influenced by outbreak attributes, i.e., the independent variables (rows 1-5 of Table 1 ). Comparisons were made between DWDO groupings associated with various attributes (e.g., for deficiency realm: only-catchment realm-associated deficiency outbreaks versus only-treatment realm-associated deficiency outbreaks), when both had number of observations (n) ě 30, using the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test for two independent samples within SAS version 9.4 (SAS Inc., Cary, NC, USA) to accommodate non-normal distributions. Significant differences at p < 0.05 (two-tails value, with continuity correction) were noted. When number of attribute groupings exceeded two, simple Bonferroni adjustment was performed to determine an adjusted lower p-value to correct for multiple testing [20] . The comparisons by attribute did not include outbreaks with unknown or multiple characterizations (e.g., multiple pathogen types and multiple deficiency realms).
Analysis of outliers was performed on the overall case count and attack rate distributions by determining inner and outer fence values (as 1.5 and three times the interquartile range, respectively, below the lower quartile value and above the upper quartile value [21] ) and removing resulting mild and extreme outliers (outside the inner and outer fence values, respectively) before conducting basic statistical analysis on the two adjusted distributions. Outbreaks (using unadjusted data) were plotted by their year and log 10 case count or attack rate to seek the existence of a temporal correlation (through evaluating coefficient of determination).
Results
Source Inclusion and Outbreak Attribution
Among the 1988 sources initially compiled from searching the four databases-545, 444, 254 and 745 elicited from PubMed, EMBASE, WoS and ESPM, respectively-the numbers of sources with abstracts containing DWDO information and those whose full texts subsequently fulfilled inclusion criteria for DWDO data extraction are shown in Figure 1 . 
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Temporal, Geographic, Pathogen, Water Source and Treatment, and Deficiency Attributes of Outbreaks
Pooling all 1519 identified outbreaks, the mean, median and interquartile range for case count are 890, 49 and 18-187, respectively and the mean, median and interquartile range for percent attack rate (expressed in percent) are 27.4, 18.9, and 5.5-43.8, respectively (n = 214). For the overall case count distribution, with those lower and upper quartile values of 18 and 187, only upper inner and outer fence values of 440.5 and 694 can be obtained (implying upper mild and extreme outlier values of ≥441 and ≥695, respectively). With mild outliers removed, the adjusted case count distribution (n = 1291) mean, median and interquartile range are 73, 35 and 15-91, respectively, while with extreme outliers removed, the adjusted case count distribution (n = 1342) mean, median and interquartile range are 90, 37 and 16-105.75, respectively. For the overall attack rate distribution, with those lower and upper quartile values of 5.5% and 43.8%, respectively, no logical fence or outlier values can be established.
Basic statistics for outbreak attribute groupings are presented in Tables 2-9 (in each Table, "n" signifies the number of outbreaks from which the calculated statistic is derived). For outbreak attribute groupings with n ≥ 10, means are 1.1-88.1 and 0.9-33.8 times greater their medians (for case count and attack rate, respectively). Standard deviations are relatively high at 0.9-15.2 and 0.5-1.3 times their means (for case count and attack rate, respectively). Figure 2 shows the relative frequency of identified outbreaks (percent of all, urban or rural outbreaks) by case count based on urban/rural status. 
Temporal Associations
Outbreak attack rates for the 2000+ decade (median in Table 2 ) are almost significantly lower than 1980s and 1990s outbreak attack rates (p = 0.0043 and 0.0034, respectively, are greater than the Bonferroni adjusted p of 0.0011). The relationships between log10 case count or attack rate and year indicate that the data (unadjusted for any potentially confounding factors such as demographics) do 
Geographic Associations
Among the nine countries with at least 10 identified outbreaks (Table 3) , India outbreak case counts are significantly higher than those of U.S., U.K. and Canada outbreaks (p < 0.0001 for all three comparisons are lower than the Bonferroni adjusted p of 0.0014). Outbreaks within developing countries (i.e., those classified by the United Nations as having Human Development Index values <0.8 for 2014 [23] ) comprise 5.8% (88 of 1519) of those identified, and have median case count (n = 88) and attack rate (n = 32) of 191% and 7.9%, respectively. Outbreaks within developed countries have median case count (n = 1431) and attack rate (n = 182) of 46% and 23.6%, respectively. Developing country outbreak case counts and attack rates are significantly higher and lower than those in developed countries (p < 0.0001 and 0.0006, respectively). Among the nine highest-recording case count US states (Table 4) with n ě 30, case counts for Florida outbreaks are significantly lower than those of other low median case count, high-recording states (e.g., compared with Colorado, Pennsylvania and Indiana outbreak case counts, with p = 0.0001, <0.0001 and 0.0005, respectively (lower than the Bonferroni adjusted p of 0.0014)). Statistical analysis was not performed on attack rates for outbreaks grouped for each of the nine states as only one of the states has n ě 10. Rural outbreak case counts (Table 5 ) are significantly lower than urban outbreak case counts (p < 0.0001 is lower than the Bonferroni adjusted p of 0.0167). Urban outbreak attack rates are significantly lower than rural outbreak attack rates (p < 0.0001 is lower than the Bonferroni adjusted p of 0.0167). 
Associated Pathogens
Case counts for viral-associated outbreaks are almost significantly higher than those for protozoan-associated outbreaks (p = 0.0090 is greater than the Bonferroni adjusted p of 0.0050) ( Table 6 ). Depiction of outbreak frequency and case count by decade, source type and pathogen type suggests potential temporal trends in occurrence and health burden for each pathogen type (Figure 3 ). Rural outbreak case counts (Table 5 ) are significantly lower than urban outbreak case counts (p < 0.0001 is lower than the Bonferroni adjusted p of 0.0167). Urban outbreak attack rates are significantly lower than rural outbreak attack rates (p < 0.0001 is lower than the Bonferroni adjusted p of 0.0167). Case counts for viral-associated outbreaks are almost significantly higher than those for protozoan-associated outbreaks (p = 0.0090 is greater than the Bonferroni adjusted p of 0.0050) ( Table 6 ). Depiction of outbreak frequency and case count by decade, source type and pathogen type suggests potential temporal trends in occurrence and health burden for each pathogen type ( Figure 3 ).
(a) 1 The frequencies of outbreaks' other associated pathogens (for which statistics are not given), listed in descending order, are as follows: Vibrio cholerae (n = 24), Entamoeba histolytica and Francisella tularensis (n = 8 each), Leptospira spp. and Cyclospora spp. (n = 4 each), Blastocystis hominis, Toxoplasma gondii and Rotavirus (n = 3 each), Yersinia spp., Clostridium perfringens and Enterovirus C, i.e., poliovirus (n = 2 each), and Plesiomonas shigelloides, Providencia spp., Streptobacillus moniliformis, Burkholderia pseudomallei and Enterovirus echovirus (n = 1 each). The pathogen genus rows do not comprise all of the outbreaks within each pathogen type, e.g., the 254 only-Protozoan outbreaks include mixed-protozoan outbreaks not counted within 153 and 75 only-Giardia and onlyCryptosporidium outbreaks, respectively; 2 Suspected and unknown pathogen type-associated outbreaks are classified together as "Unknown Type".
Associated Water Sources
Surface water outbreak case counts are significantly higher than those of groundwater outbreaks (p = 0.0021 is lower than the Bonferroni adjusted p of 0.0083) ( Table 7 ). 1 The frequencies of outbreaks' other associated pathogens (for which statistics are not given), listed in descending order, are as follows: Vibrio cholerae (n = 24), Entamoeba histolytica and Francisella tularensis (n = 8 each), Leptospira spp. and Cyclospora spp. (n = 4 each), Blastocystis hominis, Toxoplasma gondii and Rotavirus (n = 3 each), Yersinia spp., Clostridium perfringens and Enterovirus C, i.e., poliovirus (n = 2 each), and Plesiomonas shigelloides, Providencia spp., Streptobacillus moniliformis, Burkholderia pseudomallei and Enterovirus echovirus (n = 1 each). The pathogen genus rows do not comprise all of the outbreaks within each pathogen type, e.g., the 254 only-Protozoan outbreaks include mixed-protozoan outbreaks not counted within 153 and 75 only-Giardia and only-Cryptosporidium outbreaks, respectively; 2 Suspected and unknown pathogen type-associated outbreaks are classified together as "Unknown Type".
Surface water outbreak case counts are significantly higher than those of groundwater outbreaks (p = 0.0021 is lower than the Bonferroni adjusted p of 0.0083) ( Table 7) . 
Associated Water Treatment
Case counts associated with untreated source outbreaks (Table 8 ) are significantly lower than those associated with disinfection-only and disinfection-and-filtration source outbreaks (p < 0.0001 for both comparisons are lower than the Bonferroni adjusted p of 0.0050). Depiction of outbreak frequency and case count by decade, source type and treatment type suggests potential temporal trends in occurrence and health burden for each treatment type (Figure 4 ). Case counts associated with untreated source outbreaks (Table 8 ) are significantly lower than those associated with disinfection-only and disinfection-and-filtration source outbreaks (p < 0.0001 for both comparisons are lower than the Bonferroni adjusted p of 0.0050). Depiction of outbreak frequency and case count by decade, source type and treatment type suggests potential temporal trends in occurrence and health burden for each treatment type (Figure 4 ). (a) 
Associated Deficiencies
Among the major three deficiency realms (catchment, treatment and distribution, with deficiency types also described in Table 9 ), outbreaks associated with distribution realm-associated deficiencies have significantly higher case counts than outbreaks associated with deficiencies in the realms of catchment and treatment (p < 0.0001 and 0.0007, respectively, are lower than the Bonferroni adjusted p of 0.0024). Depiction of outbreak frequency and case count by decade, source type and deficiency realm suggests potential temporal trends in occurrence and health burden for each deficiency realm ( Figure 5 , with "Unknown Realm" including "Unknown", "Untreated Surface Water" and "Untreated Groundwater" deficiency-associated outbreaks). 
Discussion
Source Inclusion and Outbreak Attribution
While the majority (87.7%) of sources document one or two outbreaks, a small portion (3.6%) describing at least 10 outbreaks (referred to as line-listing sources) contribute the majority (84.1%) of outbreaks. This is especially true for the 25 line-listing sources of two types-the review by Gorman and Wolman [22] and the CDCSs, representing U.S. NWDOS data for 1920-1936 and 1972-2008 , respectively. Together these contribute 68.5% of all outbreaks. The shallow depth in reporting in those reviews, which were the only source for 90.6% (943 of 1041) of the outbreaks described in them, characterizes the limited nature of reporting for the majority of identified outbreaks and indicates a major shortcoming of long-established yet voluntary U.S. NWDOS.
The finding that line-listing source outbreak case counts are significantly lower (p < 0.0001) than those of the non-line-listing source outbreaks, while the opposite is true for their attack rates (p = 0.0079), is consistent with the non-line-listing source outbreaks' higher likelihood of being characterized as urban (51.2%, or 124 of 242 outbreaks) relative to line-listing source outbreaks (22.9%, or 293 of 1277 outbreaks). The more urban nature of the outbreaks associated with non-line-listing sources is logical in that such sources are the major contributor of outbreak data in jurisdictions 
Discussion
Source Inclusion and Outbreak Attribution
The finding that line-listing source outbreak case counts are significantly lower (p < 0.0001) than those of the non-line-listing source outbreaks, while the opposite is true for their attack rates (p = 0.0079), is consistent with the non-line-listing source outbreaks' higher likelihood of being characterized as urban (51.2%, or 124 of 242 outbreaks) relative to line-listing source outbreaks (22.9%, or 293 of 1277 outbreaks). The more urban nature of the outbreaks associated with non-line-listing sources is logical in that such sources are the major contributor of outbreak data in jurisdictions lacking strong DWDO surveillance and reporting systems (which are more likely to produce line-listing type summaries), in which resources are more likely to be concentrated on often higher-profile, larger-scale urban outbreaks. Those outbreak case counts are higher than case counts of outbreaks from line-listing sources because urban water systems typically serve greater populations, increasing the potential for higher case counts. The fact that the opposite is true for attack rates is also consistent with the difference between urban and rural outbreak data as described in Section 4.2.2.
The heavy reliance on line-item CDCS reporting led to the general limitation cited in another multi-country DWDO review (of U.S. and Canada small drinking water system outbreaks from 1970 to 2014), in which "analysis of the data was limited by the large amount of missing data in many of the outbreak reports" [12] . One important example of inadequate outbreak characterization concerns the water system-supplied or associated-community population to be used as the denominator in deriving attack rate. Such data are available for only 14.1% and 27.7% of all identified outbreaks, respectively, which restricts the potential for determining the statistical significance of differences in attack rates. Given such shortcomings (and the prevalence) of simple line-listing of outbreak data in developed countries such as the U.S., and lack of such basic data gathering and public reporting in many developing countries, it is suggested that DWDO-reporting bodies worldwide adopt an alternative, standardized form of line-listing encompassing data categories such as those catalogued in this paper and beyond (e.g., site type, community or other source type, supply or community attack rate, strength-of-association with waterborne transmission, method and certainty in case count estimation, stool or other symptom count, nature of frequently multiple causative deficiencies, etc.). Standardizing and expanding upon the line-listing model currently used in several developed countries, rather than creating a more narrative-type model, would not only require minimal adjustment to current practice in those countries, but, more importantly, it would also provide a replicable template for jurisdictions without any public DWDO reporting system. This would facilitate public reporting of DWDO information, e.g., in peer-reviewed or online summary literature, and subsequent uptake by research such as this paper (for which requiring online data publication might have filtered ample DWDO information from developing countries out of this literature review, with their relative scarcity of data described in Section 4.2.2).
Temporal, Geographic, Pathogen, Water Source and Treatment, and Deficiency Attributes of Outbreaks
While the overall attack rate distribution does not contain mild or extreme outliers, that is not the case for the overall case count distribution, for which the removal of 228 mild or 198 extreme outliers greatly decreases the distribution's mean, median and interquartile range lower and upper values (from 890, 49, 18 and 187 to 73-90, 35-37, 15-16 and 91-105.75, respectively). Using the adjusted distributions would decrease the influence of potentially improperly estimated case counts for many outbreaks (e.g., as described for the Milwaukee outbreak's 403,000 cases of cryptosporidiosis in Section 2.3). However, given the lack of consensus in judging the validity of high case count estimates (and subsequent removal of related outbreaks from statistical analysis) and of relatively low case count upper thresholds (e.g., the 440.5 and 694 values for the overall case count distribution) in the scientific literature, the outliers were retained throughout the rest of the analysis. Figure 2 suggests high frequency of reporting at case counts of 10-49 and 100-499, which could be due to authors (including those of the line-listing reviews) rounding numbers of cases to 10 or 100. The figure also confirms the logical inference that rural outbreaks are associated with low case counts compared to urban ones. The very low numbers of detected outbreaks with low case counts (below 10 cases) implies that outbreak surveillance may be ineffective in detecting smaller outbreaks which in fact may be more frequent than larger ones, or that reporting systems often round up those case counts to 10. In order to compare this threshold with one described elsewhere (by Craun, who stated thatmost outbreaks are identified only if at least one percent of the community population falls ill [24] ), it would be necessary to obtain data on outbreak community population that were not present in most outbreak sources.
Temporal Associations
It is likely that the attribution of 92.5% of identified outbreaks to the 1920s, 1930s, 1970s, 1980s, 1990s and 2000+ decades (with those decade groups each containing between 11.7% and 21.3% of all identified outbreaks) derives from the extensive line-listing reporting in Gorman and Wolman [22] and the 24 U.S. CDCSs rather than any changes in outbreak occurrence. Decadal outbreak frequency statistics contrast with decadal (total) outbreak case count (Table 2 ). Every decade except the 1990s contains at most 8.4% of identified cases, with the majority of the 1990s total case count of 641,243 cases (47.5% of the total) driven by the 403,000 cases in the 1993 Milwaukee Cryptosporidium (outlier) outbreak. Given how outliers can skew the total case count statistics-confirmed in the 1990s surface water protozoan, disinfection-and-filtration, and multiple deficiency realm bars (Figures 3b, 4b and 5b), respectively-total case count (the product of outbreak mean case count and frequency) is often less conducive to insightful analysis of outbreak attribute differences than is outbreak frequency, and is therefore not included in Tables 5-9.
Geographic Associations
While the preponderance of U.S. outbreaks is evident (70.4% of all identified outbreaks), population-weighted outbreak frequency data (Table 3) suggest that Canada, the U.K., Sweden and Finland have similarly effective DWDO reporting systems. This is further supported by Finland and Sweden recording the highest and third-highest population-weighted total case counts among the nine countries assessed, respectively. However, although Sweden revamped its system in 1980, resulting in increased DWDO detection [25] , that source's figure of 71 outbreaks recorded in Sweden from 1986 to 1996 contrasts with the figure of 53 reported by that country (combining their number of DWDOs and recreational water outbreaks) to the WHO for the same period [9] . This inconsistency, potentially because Sweden's "reporting and investigation system can be quite complex with a large number of different bodies being involved" [25] (p. 116) and thus might be conducive to conflicting reporting by differing agencies, which signals the need for enhanced reporting that likely applies to many other countries with non-or under-standardized systems.
The finding that India outbreak case counts are significantly higher than those of U.S., U.K. and Canada outbreaks (p < 0.0001 for all three comparisons), while India outbreak attack rates are lower than the attack rates of those three countries' outbreaks (significance not tested due to n < 30 for India), is consistent with the nature of the significant differences between developing and developed country outbreak case counts (p < 0.0001) and attack rates (p = 0.0006). This could reflect how outbreak surveillance and reporting systems are likely stronger in the usually higher-resource developed country settings and are thus more able to detect and publish findings of (smaller) outbreaks outside major cities. The much more urban nature of the developing country outbreaks (57 out of 88, or 66%) compared to developed country ones (360 out of 1431, or 25%) implies that the former are likelier to have greater supplied populations potentially affected by the outbreaks, driving down attack rates.
Given that 42% of the world's population (disproportionately located in developing countries) lacks piped-on-premises water and relies on supply types like public taps, unprotected dug wells and manually-collected surface water [26] that are less-represented in peer-reviewed DWDO literature, it is not surprising that only 5.8% of identified outbreaks are attributed to such countries. This underreporting is also likely to be associated with developing countries' aforementioned likely weaker NWDOS systems (relative to those in developed countries), reasoning parallel to that in a review of waterborne disease on ships which concluded that "the number of reported outbreaks...is likely to be a small fraction of the total" (p. 437) due to lack of scientific literature publication and reporting to relevant authorities [27] . Combined with the likelihood of low probability of detection of low case count outbreaks, these factors imply that, for much of the world, collated drinking water disease data greatly underestimate the actual incidence of outbreak and endemic waterborne disease, even in actively-reporting countries [9] . Among U.S. states, Colorado and Oregon have the highest population-weighted outbreak frequency and total case count, respectively. This illustrates how outbreak data are related to both DWDO reporting system effectiveness-an association seen in Colorado, which received federal funding for reporting during 1980-1983 and saw an increase in outbreaks reported per year from 2.0 for the period 1971-1979 to 4.5 per year over those four years [28] -and underlying outbreak occurrence (greatly influenced by outlier events like the 1954-1955 Oregon outbreak with 50,000 estimated cases of giardiasis and the 1993 Milwaukee outbreak with 403,000 estimated cases of cryptosporidiosis). This strength in DWDO reporting for Colorado is also reflected in the low case counts for their outbreaks (likely arising from superior detection of small outbreaks) relative to those of outbreaks for other top-recording states (albeit with almost significantly greater case counts based on Bonferroni-adjusted p of 0.0014). The significantly lower case counts for Florida outbreaks relative to those of other states (e.g., for Colorado, Pennsylvania and Indiana, p = 0.0001, < 0.0001 and 0.0005, respectively) also imply the strength in DWDO reporting for Florida. This is further suggested by the case of the Florida Department of Health which has developed a Food and Waterborne Disease Program task force to assist county health departments and since 1997 has published annual outbreak reports linked to an online database [29] .
The case counts of urban outbreaks are significantly (p < 0.0001) higher than the case counts of rural outbreaks. This is logical in that urban water systems typically serve greater populations and thus have greater potential for high case counts. However, while urban outbreak case counts are significantly higher than rural outbreak case counts, the opposite is true for their outbreak attack rates (with the difference significant, p < 0.0001).
Associated Pathogens
Source authors attributed dozens of outbreaks to pathogens not normally associated with DWDOs, e.g., Clostridium perfringens and other indicator-type pathogens. With the aim of following the original text as closely as possible, such pathogen attributions were retained. Similarly, reported causative pathogen attributions were also retained for outbreaks lacking microbiological detection of pathogens in water or affected cases. Such outbreaks might also have been erroneously noted as single-pathogen rather than multiple-pathogen, especially in the case of sewage contamination-associated outbreaks, in which the fecal loadings likely contained a variety of fecal-oral pathogens. These types of pathogen attributions have less validity than those in sources in which the authors conservatively declared the pathogen as suspected or unknown types. Figure 3a suggests a marked decline in unknown type etiology attribution (for the countries implicated in identified outbreaks) since the 1920s-1930s continuing through the 1980s to the 2000s, likely due to increasing ability to diagnose pathogens, for example, with the development of methods for Norovirus starting in the 1970s [30] and advent of Polymerase Chain Reaction testing. The relatively high overall unknown etiology proportion (53.3% of all identified outbreaks) corresponds well with the 54.9% proportion found in another recent multi-country DWDO review (of U.S. and Canada small system DWDOs from 1970 to 2014) [12] , and contrasts the proportion found in a third multi-country review of DWDOs [11] in four Nordic countries (from 1998 to 2012). The relatively low unknown etiology proportion (29.7%) of the latter review is logical in that its authors attributed this to "improvements over time in methods and routines for microbiological analysis" (p. 8) that would better facilitate pathogen attribution during the review's relatively recent time period of analysis. The potential strength and depth in reporting of NWDOS for those Nordic countries (relative to the voluntary, line-listing reporting-based US system) could also facilitate greater outbreak pathogen diagnosis and documentation, further supporting that low unknown etiology proportion.
Figure 3a also suggests a decreasing frequency of surface water protozoan-associated outbreaks, which corroborates the nearly statistically-significant (p = 0.0560) decrease in the annual proportion of U.S. surface water protozoan-associated outbreaks after 1989 as described in a 2010 review of 1971-2006 CDCS data [31] . This may largely derive from the increased oversight of surface water especially following recognition of waterborne transmission of Giardia and Cryptosporidium as exemplified by the passage of the 1989 U.S. Surface Water Treatment Rule (SWTR). The emphasis in the rule on those two protozoans, which are used for developing SWTR-specified treatment and monitoring programs, may also have contributed to the decreasing log 10 decadal case count for surface water protozoan-associated outbreaks starting in the 1990s (Figure 3b ). Decreasing log 10 decadal case count for surface water outbreaks associated with each of the other four pathogen types from the 1990s might also derive from the implementation of the European Union (EU) Council Directive 75/440/EEC of 16 June 1975 Concerning the Quality Required of Surface Water Intended for the Abstraction of Drinking Water in Member States [32] .
In contrast with the decrease in surface water viral outbreak frequency and log 10 decadal case count starting in the 1990s, groundwater viral outbreak frequency and log 10 decadal case count increased from the 1970s-onward. This could be due to slow progress in improving groundwater management policies (e.g., the delay in passage of the U.S. Groundwater Rule until 2007 [33] ).
Associated Water Sources
The finding that groundwater outbreaks are 1.9 times as frequent as surface water ones is comparable with proportions reported in two similar reviews of 3.2 [11] and 4.5 [12] . The latter may be elevated by the Pons et al. study's focus on small systems (more likely to be rural than large systems given their association with populations of less than 5000 people in that study) if, as seems credible, a higher proportion of small systems are groundwater-fed. This is supported by comparing the rural-only outbreaks and urban-only outbreaks in the present review; the rural-associated proportion of groundwater to surface water outbreaks of 2.5 (390/159) is greater than the urban-associated proportion of 1.1 (184/162).
The higher prevalence of groundwater outbreaks relative to surface water ones, and of well outbreaks relative to those of the second-highest recording source subtype (rivers), might arise from groundwater sources being more vulnerable to contamination (because they often have fewer treatment steps) than surface water sources in the countries represented by identified outbreaks. However, this reasoning is called into question when considering how surface water sources can be more directly contaminated by human and animal fecal and other waste, and is confounded by the unknown number of groundwater sources studied in this review's outbreaks that were under the direct influence of surface water. Surface water outbreaks having significantly higher case counts than groundwater outbreaks (p = 0.0021) could derive from how the former source type typically serves larger populations.
Associated Water Treatment
The attribution of 46.3% of outbreaks to untreated systems lies in between the proportions reported in two similar reviews (23.9% [12] and 69.7% [11] ). This may be because both of those reviews had narrower scope and included grey literature and thus are likely to have captured different outbreaks; the former studied Canada Communicable Disease Reports, ProMED-mail and Google grey literature, while the latter reviewed only the limited-access, likely non-English NWDOS system data for four countries.
The descending order in outbreak frequency for untreated, disinfection-only, and disinfection -and-filtration system outbreaks could arise from the relative extent of treatment applied and/or from the relative size of population served by each category, which likely changed substantively during the period analyzed in this review for example with the conversion of untreated systems to treated systems in much of the developed world. For example, many U.S. cities implemented filtration and chlorination treatment in the early 20th century [34] . This trend towards decreasing untreated system outbreaks (both surface water and groundwater) starting in the 1920s, excluding the low-reporting 1940s-1960s period, is supported by Figure 4a . The decline in unknown type treatment attribution beyond the 1980s could suggest improved DWDO reporting in developed countries (host to almost all identified outbreaks) associated with the adoptions of NWDOS by several European countries.
The increase in groundwater disinfection-only system outbreak frequency (Figure 4a ) and the slight increase in log 10 decadal case count for such outbreaks (Figure 4b ) from the 1970s suggest the need for enhanced treatment and oversight of such systems. This contrasts the decrease in log 10 decadal case count for surface water outbreaks of all five treatment types from the 1990s-on (which may further reflect the success of the aforementioned surface water-focused policies in reducing surface water DWDO disease burden). The increase in groundwater disinfection-only outbreak log 10 decadal case count implies that the widespread approach of permitting disinfection-only groundwater systems may be insufficient. However, it is also possible that the increase derives from improved outbreak reporting, which could also explain other increasing frequency and case count trends.
The case counts of disinfection-only and disinfection-and-filtration source outbreaks are significantly (p < 0.0001 for both) higher than those for untreated source outbreaks. This may arise from untreated water sources being smaller and/or better-protected (e.g., with better siting) than the other two source types. In the latter case, if disinfection or one or both of disinfection and filtration failed consumers could be exposed to a higher risk source (more conducive to higher case count) as compared to typical untreated sources.
Associated Deficiencies
Outbreaks associated with deficiencies in the realms of catchment or treatment are recorded more frequently (1.7 and 1.4 times, respectively) than outbreaks associated with distribution realm-associated deficiencies, a finding confirmed in an E.U. public drinking water supply-focused, 1990-2005 online DWDO literature review and analysis [35] . In that study, catchment and treatment realm-associated deficiencies were each (not necessarily singularly) recorded for 41 of the total 61 outbreaks, making them far more frequent than distribution realm-associated deficiencies, recorded for 19 outbreaks. However, although distribution realm-associated deficiencies are less frequent than those of the other realms, their outbreak case counts are significantly higher than those for outbreaks associated with the realms of catchment and treatment (p < 0.0001 and 0.0007, respectively). This could be due to increased ease of associating all ill patients with the same (more-localized) exposure in a more limited number of jurisdictions in distribution realm-associated deficiency outbreaks, increasing the probability of successful case reporting and attribution to a single outbreak.
There was a relatively high number of groundwater catchment realm-associated deficiency outbreaks in the 1920s and 1930s (Figure 5a ) compared to the groundwater outbreaks associated with the other four deficiency realms. This may be explained by lower wastewater treatment capabilities during those decades. For example, with fewer U.S. cities implementing primary sewage treatment and sewage chlorination than water treatment by that time [34] , sewage infiltration into (often untreated) water supplies might have presented a greater public health threat than treatment or distribution realm-associated deficiencies.
The decreasing frequency (and log 10 decadal case count, Figure 5b ) of treatment realm-associated deficiency outbreaks from the 1980s noted for surface water (and less so for groundwater) systems, consistent with the statistically-significant decrease (apparent for surface water outbreaks after introduction of the SWTR in 1989) in annual proportion of deficiencies related to treatment for the U.S. from 1971 to 2006 described in a 2010 review [31] , could reflect improved treatment, especially in the U.S, the E.U., Australia and Canada. In the latter three, filtration of surface water is not required but rather recommended, with requirements for filtration existing at more local jurisdictional scales, e.g., in the Canadian provinces of Nova Scotia, Quebec, Ontario, Saskatchewan and Alberta [36] . In contrast, broadly steady outbreak frequency and log 10 decadal case count for outbreaks with catchment or distribution realm-associated deficiencies in both surface water and groundwater systems since the 1980s (also consistent with the 2010 U.S. review's determination of lack of statistically-significant change in annual proportion of distribution system deficiencies [31] ) reflect the need to similarly strengthen oversight of those two realms. This could potentially be achieved through application of an integrated approach such as the Water Safety Plan, crafted and shown to successfully evaluate and manage risk from the catchment to the consumer (leading to statistically significant reductions in water supply contamination and waterborne disease in implementing areas in Iceland [37] ).
Limitations
One person conducted the literature review and data extraction. The review was largely confined to peer-reviewed as well as English-language sources (found within four search databases that might not include all relevant literature), given that the search process did not target NWDOS or other grey literature and did not allow for translation of all non-English sources' files. Examples of outbreaks within such grey literature not included in this review are the 175 NWDOS-based outbreaks from 1998 to 2012 for four Nordic countries captured within the web-based questionnaires used in [11] , of which at most 17 outbreaks were reviewed in this study.
Issues of validity arose when sources' authors considered outbreaks as occurring due to a single deficiency and attributed all cases to that deficiency, when in fact many such outbreaks should have been recorded as having multiple deficiencies. The tendency of outbreaks to derive from multiple deficiencies is exhibited in a similar review [32] , which found a mean of 3.25 deficiencies per outbreak among the 61 outbreaks studied. The fault-tree weighting approach within that study, using a three-person consensus to discern the proportional contribution of deficiencies to outbreaks, shows promise in addressing the multiple-attribution limitation but was not applied in this research.
Conclusions
Data for 1519 drinking water disease outbreaks were collated from 475 primarily English-language, peer-reviewed literature sources. The contribution of 25 U.S. and Canada NWDOS-type review sources of over two-thirds of all identified outbreaks explains those sources' strong influence on temporal and geographic outbreak frequencies (which were low for developing countries). Population-weighted outbreak frequency and total case count data suggest that DWDO reporting systems in Northern European countries are similar in strength to that of the U.S. The attributions of outbreaks to various causative pathogens, water system types, and other outbreak characteristics are comparable with those within other similar DWDO reviews, such as the high (decreasing) unknown etiology proportion, the high relative frequency of groundwater outbreaks relative to surface water ones, the near-majority (also decreasing) untreated system proportion, and the high frequencies of catchment and treatment realm-associated deficiencies relative to distribution realm-associated deficiencies. Logic concerning differences in supplied population size, number of treatment steps and other factors likely drive differences in attribute frequencies and most of the statistically-significant differences (based on Bonferroni-adjusted p-values) noted among case counts and attack rates by outbreak attribute, e.g., the case counts of outbreaks associated with distribution realm deficiencies are significantly higher than those of outbreaks associated with deficiencies in the realms of catchment and treatment (p < 0.0001 and 0.0007, respectively). While outbreak frequency and case count decreases can be associated with implementation of U.S. and European drinking water regulations, more systematic drinking water management (such as implementation of Water Safety Plans) would help address the remaining burden of disease attributed to the catchment and distribution realms and to groundwater viral and disinfection-only system outbreaks.
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